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Over the years, we have worked on countless 

design projects. This booklet shares the tips  

we have learned along the way that help a 

project to be both successful and enjoyable  

for everyone involved.

Whether you are new to collaborating  

with a design team or this is a familiar process, 

we’re so happy to be working with you!



The process at Curio varies slightly from client  

to client, these are the typical steps you can expect:

• Extensive client consultation

• Proposal outlining capabilities and pricing

• Creative brief and project timeline

• Research and illustrative sketchwork

• A selection of different visual concepts 

• Client presentation 

• Application of creative to subsequent materials

We like to get things right the first time.





A Healthy Relationship.
Whether we’re just getting to know you or we’ve gotten along famously  

for years, Curio wants to be a good friend to our client. To know what 

makes you unique and special. To be honest and dutiful. And to visually 

show the world how amazing you are. Of course, we realize it takes time  

to build trust and rapport, but it is our goal that, in time, you trust  

us to provide you with our best work (freeing up more of your time  

to continue doing what YOU do best).



Asset Requirements.
Great design is the result of a million little things done right.  

Vector logo files. 300 dpi photography. Content that is approved and 

finalized. All of this may or may not be in your wheelhouse, and regardless, 

we’re happy to explain in further detail (or to work with your writers, 

designers, and photographers directly). If the content isn’t finalized, 

consider polishing it and having it approved before we drop it into  

a design to save your budget and avoid painful rounds of revisions.
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Project Timelines.
Different clients have different projects, and different projects have 

different timelines. To a great extent, our success depends on being as 

respectful as possible of our clients’ time, and that means being as precise 

as possible with regards to scheduling. Early in the planning process, we 

will work with you to establish a realistic timeline that will yield the best 

possible creative work, on time, within budget, and beyond expectations. 

Should your timelines change, though, please let us know so we can 

adjust our calendar accordingly.



A Clear Approval Process.
A good client is naturally very invested in the design process. When many 

people become invested, however, the process can become drawn-out,  

and the result can easily devolve to a diluted imitation of the original vision.  

To keep this from happening to you, we suggest establishing a clear approval 

process (i.e. having the ultimate decision-maker present for design pitches 

and limiting the number of people signing off on a design).  



Open Minds and  
Open Communication.
Virtually everybody involved in design (clients and creatives) will have  

an idea of what they expect the final result to look like, and this vision  

will be coloured by each person’s experiences, preferences, and opinions.  

This is why, before Curio develops any design, we write a brief to keep 

everyone in check throughout the project. Framing feedback with the 

creative brief in mind makes it less about whether you like pink or yellow 

and more about what the design is going to do for your organization. 



Finishing Touches.
When you work with Curio, you are working with a trio of skillful  

creatives who are fixated with how your designs will look in the real 

world. Where possible, we would love to offer a hand in the production 

process; whether print or online, we want the work we do for you to look 

gorgeous in every application. If you are unsure about anything, whether 

it be print vendors or social media sizing, drop us an email for assistance. 



Curio stands out from 

other design studios 

and agencies because  

we deliver amazing 

design concepts,  

virtuosity in application,  

and a meaningful 

client experience.  
 

 

For examples of each,  
visit our website at

CURIOSTUDIO.CA  |  @whatiscurio


